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 Over centuries, turbulence is a predominant issue in fluid flow and presumed that fluid flow over a smooth surface is efficie
researches were carried on smooth surfaces to reduce turbulence but resulted non
reduction when biomimetic emphasized the roughness instead of smoothness to reduce turbulence. This insight clearly that flui
a surface with little roughness is more efficient than smooth surface. Over decades biomimetic resea
enhanced fluid flow over a surface, expeditiously. In recent years, biomimetic is drastically applied in the fields of fluid 
in this review paper, a brief comprehensive overview of the both biomimetic and 
presented. In this state of the art, biomimetic turbulence researches in both airflow and liquid flow are reviewed rigorously
that this study is briefly imparted with the most eminent bio
enhance the biomimetic researches in fluid flow and enable the use of more biomimetic models to the critical problems of flui
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Fluid flow deals with the study of both water
flow and air-flow. It includes fluid dynamics (i.e 
aerodynamics and hydrodynamics of aircrafts and 
ships respectively) of transport vehicles, open 
channel flow (bird’s flight) and closed channel flow 
(in pipes). Concerning fluid flow, in the immediate 
vicinity of the solid surface boundary layer will form 
.The laminar, turbulent and transition boundary 
layers of the flow are defined by the 
of the flow regime. Reynolds number is defined as 
the ratio between inertia force and viscous force.
values of Re much less than the transition values, 
flow is laminar and for larger values of 
is turbulent [2]. Turbulence is one of the major 
problems in fluid flow. Turbulence decreases the 
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ABSTRACT 

Over centuries, turbulence is a predominant issue in fluid flow and presumed that fluid flow over a smooth surface is efficie
researches were carried on smooth surfaces to reduce turbulence but resulted non-feasible solution.  It is indeed rejuvena
reduction when biomimetic emphasized the roughness instead of smoothness to reduce turbulence. This insight clearly that flui
a surface with little roughness is more efficient than smooth surface. Over decades biomimetic researches in air
enhanced fluid flow over a surface, expeditiously. In recent years, biomimetic is drastically applied in the fields of fluid 
in this review paper, a brief comprehensive overview of the both biomimetic and non-biomimetic researches in turbulence reduction is 
presented. In this state of the art, biomimetic turbulence researches in both airflow and liquid flow are reviewed rigorously
that this study is briefly imparted with the most eminent biomimetic shark skin turbulence reduction method. This novel review would 
enhance the biomimetic researches in fluid flow and enable the use of more biomimetic models to the critical problems of flui

Airflow -Liquidflow-Biomimetic-Sharkskin-Turbulencereduction 

Fluid flow deals with the study of both water- 
flow. It includes fluid dynamics (i.e 

aerodynamics and hydrodynamics of aircrafts and 
ships respectively) of transport vehicles, open 

(bird’s flight) and closed channel flow 
(in pipes). Concerning fluid flow, in the immediate 
vicinity of the solid surface boundary layer will form 
.The laminar, turbulent and transition boundary 
layers of the flow are defined by the reynolds number 

flow regime. Reynolds number is defined as 
the ratio between inertia force and viscous force. For 

much less than the transition values, 
flow is laminar and for larger values of Re, the flow 

Turbulence is one of the major 
blems in fluid flow. Turbulence decreases the 

performance of the objects (
airfoil, bikes, cars, buses, trains, ships
swim suits, etc.,) in both free stream and channel 
flows. Several researches were carried out to reduce 
turbulence in fluid flow. Recent developments on 
biomimetic shark skin pattern, results in feasible 
solution for turbulence reduction
 
What is biomimetic?: 

Biomimetic is a branch of science deals with 
finding solutions to the practical problems of 
engineering sciences from nature. It starts from 
Velcro (in 1955), which is a replicate of the plant 
galium aprine, by George de Mestral [
biomimetic, solutions are founded by mimicking the 
biological environment or creatures.
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Over centuries, turbulence is a predominant issue in fluid flow and presumed that fluid flow over a smooth surface is efficient. Many 
feasible solution.  It is indeed rejuvenation in turbulence 

reduction when biomimetic emphasized the roughness instead of smoothness to reduce turbulence. This insight clearly that fluid flow over 
rches in air-flow and liquid-flow, 

enhanced fluid flow over a surface, expeditiously. In recent years, biomimetic is drastically applied in the fields of fluid dynamics. Hence 
biomimetic researches in turbulence reduction is 

presented. In this state of the art, biomimetic turbulence researches in both airflow and liquid flow are reviewed rigorously. In addition to 
mimetic shark skin turbulence reduction method. This novel review would 

enhance the biomimetic researches in fluid flow and enable the use of more biomimetic models to the critical problems of fluid regime.  
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Fig. 1: Left image-dragonfly, Right image

 
For instance, the dragonfly aircraft is a 

biomimetic of dragonfly. As there 
wing and straight wing (illustrated in f
dragonfly, so there exists same combination of wings 
in the aircraft, named after it. Likewise, in past 
decades many researches were carried out to explore 
the natural ideas in the environment and applied to 
various fields of engineering and sciences. Better and 
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Right image-dragonfly aircraft  [4]. 

For instance, the dragonfly aircraft is a 
biomimetic of dragonfly. As there is forward swept 

illustrated in figure-1) in 
dragonfly, so there exists same combination of wings 
in the aircraft, named after it. Likewise, in past 
decades many researches were carried out to explore 

nment and applied to 
various fields of engineering and sciences. Better and 

significant results are achieved in many applications.
It is indeed a plausible occasion to review the 
biomimetic approaches for solving
problems in fluid flow. Hence in this research paper 
an overview of biomimetic surfaces in turbulence 
reduction is given by comprehension approach

 
2. Overview: 

 

Overview of the review 

, Pages: 123-134 

significant results are achieved in many applications. 
It is indeed a plausible occasion to review the 

solving the turbulence 
e in this research paper 

an overview of biomimetic surfaces in turbulence 
comprehension approach. 
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3. Turbulence in fluid flow: 

 
 
Fig. 2: Fluid flow over a flat plate [2]. 

 
In general a boundary layer is first laminar at the 

leading edge of an object and after a certain distance 
it changes at the point of transition into a turbulent 
boundary layer [5]. Streamlines are smooth and 
straight in laminar boundary layer whereas it is in 
contrast to the turbulent boundary layer. Figure 2 

shows the fluid flow over a flat plate, with laminar, 
transition and turbulent boundary layer, it insights 
that molecules move in swirling and cross-stream 
motions such that an average velocity is maintained 
in the direction of flow [2]. 

 

 
Fig. 3: The boundary layer velocity profile [5]. 

 
The thickness of boundary layer on a flat plate 

increases with distance from the leading edge - 
decreases with increasing velocity of the flowing 
medium [5]. The thickness of turbulent boundary 
layer (illustrated in figure 3) is larger than laminar. 
At higher reynolds number due to increase in 
turbulence, viscous force increases. Consequently 
there is a sudden fluctuation in skin friction drag. 
 

What is turbulence?: 
The turbulent flow regime is characterized by 

random, three dimensional, diffusive and dissipative 
velocity fluctuations generated by unsteady regions 
of vorticity, termed eddies which occur in flows at 
high reynolds numbers, because it is stochastic [6]. 

 
What is vortex?: 

 

 
 
Fig. 4: Hand sketch of vortex 
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Vortex is a circulation (illustrated in figure 4) 
phenomenon in turbulent flow. It is directly 
proportional to the angular velocity. In plural, vortex 
called as vortices.   

 
What is turbulence drag?: 

Skin friction or viscous drag is the drag that 
occurs due to the interaction of the closest fluid layer 
to the object’s surface, such as the skin of the one’s 
legs in water. This drag is due to the attraction of 
fluid molecules to the surface, which creates friction 
and thus resistance. Away from surface the velocity 
of the molecules increases until the fluid achieves the 
mean fluid flow velocity. Higher viscosity fluids 
exhibit higher drag due to the higher attraction 
between fluid layers, which then leads to increased 
skin friction [7,8,9,10,11].  

Although pressure drag* exists in turbulent flow, 
skin friction drag dominates more along the body 
surface. Hence skin friction drag is considered as 
turbulence drag. 
___________________________________ 
*Drag due to flow separation 

 
4. Turbulence reduction in fluid flow: 
How turbulence is reduced?: 

Turbulence decreases concurrently with vortices 
or drag or both. 
 

What are the uses of turbulence reduction?: 
To avoid drag in fluid flow, it is obvious that 

turbulence must be reduced. Reducing drag and 
turbulence simultaneously reduces the power 
consumption of the navigating object by improving 
machine speed and endurance. 

The study of turbulence drag reduction in fluid 
flow is of interest in micro/nano fluids [12]. It 
insights clearly that, to reduce pressure drop and 
volume loss in micro/nano channels, it is desirable to 
minimize the turbulence drag force in the solid–
liquid interface [13].  Turbulence drag reduction is a 
key issue in aeronautical to maintain laminar flow 
[14]. It is a major disturbance in all kinds of fluid 
flow. A large proportion of energy expenditure for all 
types of transportation (air, sea, land) and for many 
industrial, propulsion processes is simply to 
overcome turbulent skin friction [15]. Thus in-turn 
increases the fuel consumption of the navigating 
objects in fluid flow.  

In past few years, many techniques were 
invented and implemented to reduce turbulence in 
fluid flow. Methods like addition of polymers in 
fluid flow (parts per million by weight) would reduce 
turbulence drag by 80% [16]. Turbulence reduction 
is also verified by direct numerical simulation of 
polymer additives between the viscous layer and 
buffer layer in channel flow. 

 
 

Fig. 5: Drag reduction by polymer in turbulent flow [17].  
 
It unveils that, when the relaxation time* is long 

enough, the elastic energy stored in the very near-
wall region is transported to and released in the 
buffer and log layers (illustrated in figure 5), 
showing a significant amount of drag reduction [17]. 

In particular, viscous drag attenuation 
sequentially reduces turbulence in fluid flow. 
Furthermore, in another method, turbulent particle 
transport is quenched by setting up positive radial 
electric fields at the edge of the textor tokamak 
plasma using an electrode. Concomitant changes in 
the density and poloidal electric field fluctuations 

and their cross-phase in the shear layer result in 
suppression of turbulent particle transport [18].  
__________________________________ 

* The first theoretical hypothesis about the onset 
of drag reduction is the ‘time criterion’. The time 
criterion indicates that drag reduction occurs when 
the relaxation time is longer than the time scale of 
the near-wall turbulence,  

i.e. 
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where λ is the relaxation time, ν the kinematic 

viscosity of the solution, the wall 

shear velocity,  the wall shear stress, and ρ the 
density of the solution [19,20]. 

 

 
 
Fig. 6: Reflectometer in-phase and quadrature signals for a) pre-lithium discharge (between ELMs) and c) with-

lithium; measured amplitude PDF and fit to Rice distribution for b) pre- and d) with-lithium discharges .  
 
Similarly, edge reflectometry system as well as 

high-k microwave scattering (turbulence 
measurement system) shows a decrease in density 
fluctuations with lithium coatings . Figure 6, depicts 
the phasor form of in-phase and quadrature signals 
for pre-lithium and with-lithium cases. It is evident 
from these signals that, with-lithium case has very 
small amplitude fluctuations in the reflected signals 
and fluctuations are mainly in the phase. It relies on 
the idea of controlling turbulence by reducing density 
variation. Subsequently, a study on turbulent flow 
shows that, indeed, active wall deformation can 
restructure wall turbulence. By locally deforming the 
wall accordingly, skin friction reductions of up to 
15% are observed. It is achieved by opposing the 
velocity away from the wall with imposing velocity. 
The fine structure of a turbulence is also reduced by 
conception of spanwise oscillatory motion. This 
motion is created in order to affect the intensities of 
the wall.  

It is founded that even EXB flows plays a vital 
role in turbulent reduction. Nonlinear global 
simulations of instabilities driven by temperature 
gradients in the ion component of the plasma provide 
key first principles results supporting the physics 
picture that turbulence-driven fluctuating EXB zonal 
flows can significantly reduce turbulent transport .  It 
is indeed because, breaking turbulent vortices are the 
foundation of EXB flows. Turbulence suppression is 
also certain by use of appropriate screens in fluid 
flow. This study was already tested in a specially 
designed wind tunnel. Turbulence reduction is also 
accomplished by several significant techniques, such 

as, wetted area minimization, reduced roughness, use 
of a "Stratford closure", mass injection and bubbles, 
etc .  

The application of foreign particle injection 
would damage the navigating object, setting electric 
field is highly risky one, lithium coatings are 
vulnerable, local wall deformation is not very 
effective and using screens in turbulence reduction 
might disturb the flow. Moreover all the above said 
techniques are not feasible everywhere, in real-time 
to reduce turbulence drag.  

 
5. Biomimetic in turbulence reduction: 

Over centuries, it is presumed that fluid flow 
over a smooth surface is efficient than rough surface. 
On the other hand, researches on rough surfaces 
demonstrate that the roughness elements have a 
significant impact on the flow characteristics 
.Similarly, in recent times, lot of researches are 
carried out in fluid flow over a surface with little 
roughness. It paved the way to enter into a new 
research field called biomimetic. Bio-inspired drag 
reduction based on the boundary layer control, the 
micro-morphology, the super-hydrophobic surface, 
the vibrant flexible wall and the composite drag 
reduction methods has been gradually taken into 
application in the past several decades, and the field 
testing results were all striking and satisfactory . 
Biomimetic surfaces are widely applied in both air-
flow and water-flow to reduce turbulence. 

 
5.1. Air-flow: 
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Fig. 7: left image-Eagle;  right image- Owl. 

 
The Eagle’s wings (illustrated in figure 7-left 

image) perfectly balance maximum lift with 
minimum length by curling feathers up at the tips 
until they are almost vertical and this provides a 
barrier against the vortex for highly efficient flight . 

Thus reduces vortex and turbulence in airflow. Owls 
(illustrated in figure 7-right image) have evolved to 
have serrated feathers on their wings and downy 
feathers on their legs, which minimize aerodynamic 
noise by reducing turbulence. 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 8: left image-flying bird ; right image- wing design with feathers installed. 

 
Biomimetic research on bird feather results in 

design (illustrated in figure 8) of a wing with bird 
feather-like components installed on the upper and 
lower surfaces. Their purpose is to operate like flaps, 
ailerons and additionally to sense and react to the 

forces experienced by the wing surface. This feather-
like operation enables the wing to fly with air and 
enhanced with less drag by reducing trailing edge 
vortices. 

  

 
 
Fig. 9: Left image-bioinspired bird flight feather riblet texture, Right image- Pelican flight showing ground 

effect. 
 
Nevertheless, a biomimetic bird feather structure 

(illustrated in figure -9 left image) would reduce 
turbulence drag as high as 20%. It is proved that this 
texture immensely solves the turbulence problem in 
airflow. As the pelican flies (illustrated in figure 9 
right image), it creates trailing vortices off its wing 
tips, as well as downward flow (black arrows). As it 

nears the water surface, the water partially blocks the 
trailing vortices (black arrows) and decreases the 
amount of downwash generated by the wing (yellow 
arrows). This reduction in downwash results in more 
lift (red arrows) and less drag than it would otherwise 
. Pelican concretes the way for less drag in marine 
flight at low altitude. 
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Fig. 10: Left image-Mushroom shaped fibers, Right image-dragonfly. 

 
Besides feathers and wings, mushroom shaped 

(illustrated in figure-10 left image) fibers also 
possess the potential to reduce turbulence. It creates 
pockets of air between fibers to produce a slip 
velocity that reduces viscous drag. In addition to 
mushroom (illustrated in figure-10 right image), 

dragonfly also found its significance in turbulence 
reduction. It have corrugated cross-section profiles 
which instead of hindering flight, actually exhibits 
superior flight performance by reducing the flow 
turbulence. 

 

 
 
Fig. 11: Rice and butterfly wing effect . 

 
The report about rice-leaves and butterfly wings 

(illustrated in figure 11) is a milestone in airflow 
turbulence reduction. This is because rice leaves 
contain longitudinal grooves with a transverse 
sinusoidal pattern and butterfly wings contain 
aligned shingle-like scales that provide anisotropic 
flow. Hierarchical structures consisting of 
micropapillae superimposed by waxy nanobumps in 
rice leaves and microgrooves on shingle-like scales 
in butterfly wings improve drag reduction.  

These distinguished researches would enable the 
readers to incorporate and enhance the biomimetic 
studies in airflow.   

 
5.2. Liquid-flow: 

Since the inception of biomimetic researches, 
liquid creatures have good implication in turbulence 
reduction. Feasible underwater turbulent drag 
reduction ways were identified from biological 
creatures, including, retaining or extending laminar 
flow region, augmenting turbulent damp and 
changing surface attributes.\ 

 
 

 
 
Fig.  12: Drag reduction by Nano-fur.  
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The drag reduction resulting from biomimetic 
nanofur is characterized by measuring the pressure 
drop across channels with and without nanofur.
plot (illustrated in figure 12) 

 
 

Fig. 13: Dolphin  
 
Typical biological functional surface like 

dolphin skin reduces drag based on boundary layer 
control . A dolphin’s “fusiform” body shape 
(illustrated in figure 13) allows water to flow 
inseparably from the body until the tail region. This 
delayed separation results in a 
reduced drag. Thus dolphin reduces turbulence in 
fluid flow and swims fastly. 

 

 
Fig. 14: Left image-Shark , Right image

 
Shark skin replica is patterned

(illustrated in figure -14 right image
based laminates. This surface pattern reduces 
turbulence in both the flows. 
 
6. Biomimetic shark skin in turbulence reduction:

It is really a breakthrough in turbulence 
reduction, when it is identified from nature that the 
sharks compete with wall turbulence and are fast 

 
 

 
Fig. 15: Left image- placoid scales of Isurus oxyrinchus

et al, 2015 /Journal Of Applied Sciences Research  11(19), October, Pages:

he drag reduction resulting from biomimetic 
nanofur is characterized by measuring the pressure 
drop across channels with and without nanofur. The 

) is in excellent 

agreement with drag reduction.
mechanism, even fast swimmers like dolphin and 
shark paved way for smooth flow.

 

Typical biological functional surface like 
d on boundary layer 

A dolphin’s “fusiform” body shape 
allows water to flow 

inseparably from the body until the tail region. This 
 small wake and 

reduces turbulence in 

5.3. Best biomimetic in turbulence reduction
both air and liquid flows): 

Above and beyond all other methods, 
biomimetic shark skin is predominantly used to 
reduce drag in fluid flow. It is the one and only 
biomimetic pattern which showed best results 
airflow and waterflow. Sharks are fast swimmers in 
water because of its skin pattern.

 

image-airfoil  

hark skin replica is patterned on airfoils 
image), using polymer 

surface pattern reduces 

. Biomimetic shark skin in turbulence reduction: 
It is really a breakthrough in turbulence 

reduction, when it is identified from nature that the 
sharks compete with wall turbulence and are fast 

swimmers due to organized roughened skin patterns
In fluid flow, vortices help to suck the shark forward 
as it swims, asserting the need to further investigate 
thrust generation in addition to drag reduction
Figure-15 shows the scanning electron microscope 
image of fast swim sharks with close 
texture. It visualizes the avail
(riblets) in the shark skin. 
capability of controlling turbulent vortices, naturally.

 

placoid scales of Isurus oxyrinchus, Right image- placoid scales of Carcharhinus limbatus

, Pages: 123-134 

agreement with drag reduction. In addition to fur 
mechanism, even fast swimmers like dolphin and 

way for smooth flow. 

5.3. Best biomimetic in turbulence reduction (for 

Above and beyond all other methods, 
iomimetic shark skin is predominantly used to 

It is the one and only 
showed best results in both 

Sharks are fast swimmers in 
water because of its skin pattern. 

ized roughened skin patterns. 
In fluid flow, vortices help to suck the shark forward 

swims, asserting the need to further investigate 
n addition to drag reduction. 

shows the scanning electron microscope 
image of fast swim sharks with close view of its skin 
texture. It visualizes the availability of denticles 

n the shark skin. Shark’s skin has the 
capability of controlling turbulent vortices, naturally.

les of Carcharhinus limbatus. 
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What is meant by denticles?: 
Shark skin is covered by very small individual 

tooth like scales called dermal denticles (little skin 
teeth), ribbed with longitudinal denticles (aligned 
parallel to the local flow direction of the water). It is 
also called as riblets. Denticles (or Riblets) have 
gained renewed interest in academic fields of study 
and in industry due to several advantages in 

manipulating the turbulence boundary layer. The 
dimensions of the denticles (or riblets) vary at 
different parts of the shark. For example, the dorsal 
fin of the shark skin would have denticles of 
dimension different from ventral fin. 

 
What are the functions of denticles in turbulence 
reduction?

 
 

 
 
Fig. 18: Drag reduction model based on protruding height . 

 
Fortunately, denticles are the solitary reason for 

turbulence reduction by shark skin. The flowing 
liquid on the denticles under the invisible starting 
point is blocked by the viscosity (illustrated in 
figure-18) in turn, the thickness of viscous sublayer 
will increase and velocity gradient decreases, the 
direct result of which is that the wall friction 
decreases finally. The difference between protrusion 
heights in the longitudinal and transverse directions 
governs the scales to impede transverse flow by 
limiting momentum transfer. The Protruding height 
possesses the capacity of combining turbulence and 
thus reduces drag. It is founded that denticles, 

channels and divide the flow, also increases the 
speed of slower water and conversely, they pull 
faster water towards the shark’s surface to mix with 
the slower water to reduce turbulence . 

The denticles (or riblets) on shark’s entire body 
are directed almost parallel to the longitudinal body 
axis of the shark, presence of this non-smooth 
surface texture on the shark skin effectively result in 
low cross-wise flow. Thus in turn reduces the shear 
stress and hence less drag in the turbulent flow. It is 
verified in figure-17, turbulent-flow visualization of 
stream wise vortices in a vertical cross section over a 
flat plate. 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 17: Left image- without denticles, Right image-with denticles .  

 
The right image (illustrated in figure-17) results 

in less drag as compared to the left image. This is 
because the vortices are lifted above the denticles 
tips, with a relatively small amount of surface contact 
area, which leads to lower drag. 

From nature so far many studies carried out, to 
implement biomimetic shark skin texture in real. In 
biomimetic, a shark skin replication is made up of 
billions of tiny raised, diamond-shaped patterns (of 
15 microns), visible under a microscope. Biomimetic 

shark skin pattern is created by growing riblets 
structures in‐situ, which mimic a shark skin surface 
through high temperature oxidation of TiAl. 
Similarly, many biomimetic shark skin surfaces are 
created using varieties of thin Plasma films. It is 
founded that, to raise the efficiency of the surface 
(object) is to use the investment casting process to 
replicate micro structured surfaces by moulding from 
a laser-micro structured grand master pattern. Apart 
from surface cutting techniques, surface coating 

Protruding height 
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technique is used with the combination of plastic-
and-rubber to mimic the shark pattern. The 

replication is also made by (illustrated in figure-16) 
using multi-material 3D printing technique. 

  

 
 
Fig. 16: SEM images of the fabricated synthetic shark skin membranes (A) curved membrane, (B) Flat 

membrane, (C) Single denticle. Each denticle measures ca. 1.5 mm in length.  
 

7. Hydrophobicity in turbulence reduction - an added 
advantage: 

Anti-wetting + Anti-fouling (self-cleaning) + 
boundary slip = Hydrophobicity 

Hydrophobicity is the property of a surface, 
which has water contact angle greater than 900. Thus 
enables the surface to repel the water from sticking, 

hence called as Anti-wetting surface. It is well 
known that hydrophobic surfaces would be more 
effective in fluid flow than smooth surfaces. This 
super-hydrophobic capacity is not permanent for 
denticles, it slowly vanishes. It is possible to make 
super-hydrophobic denticle, using commercial 
coatings, founded in recent years. 

 

 
 
Fig. 19: Boundary layer slip  

 
If fluid slips over a wall, it is stated as boundary 

slip. This boundary slip is an attribute of 
hydrophobicity to reduce turbulence. Due to the 
falling of velocity gradient in the boundary layer 
(illustrated in figure-19), the flow transition in the 
laminar layer is postponed, the consequence of which 

is that the flowing condition in the boundary layer to 
become more balanced, steady and stable with 
increased tolerable or permissible boundary layer 
thickness and reduced viscous drag (due to air in the 
valley).

 

 
 
Fig. 20: Left image- water droplet cleaning the lotus surface, Right image- water droplet on lotus leaf with 

airpocket. 
 
Water promotes self-cleaning on low adhesion, 

superhydrophobic surfaces as shown in the 
(illustrated in figure 20) lotus. Being lotus leaf is 
hydrophobic, water slides down the surface of lotus 
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leaf. Fortunately it erodes all the contamination 
particles (like debris, dust) on the lotus-leaf surface. 
This innate action is called self-cleaning. Fouling is 
an accumulation of unwanted substances. This water 
droplet clears all those fouled substances, hence 
called as Anti-fouling. It is indeed an added 
advantage for a biomimetic surface incorporated with 
hydrophobicity. It emphasizes the boundary slip, 

self- cleaning and anti-wetting, to perform their role 
in turbulence reduction.  

 
8. Applications: 

Biomimetic shark skin is really an enormously 
applicable invention in this 21st century. It is 
extensively used in aircrafts, ships, swim-suits and so 
on in many forms. 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 21: Shark skin paint coating  

 
In aircrafts (Airbus A340-300s) biomimetic 

paint coating (illustrated in figure 21) aims to mimic 
the grooves on shark skin scales and are applied 
using a new method with silicon film cured by 
ultraviolet light. It is estimated that fuel consumption 
could be reduced upto one percent (savings of around 
$94 million at current prices per year) if the new 

paint is applied to 40 to 70 percent of an aircraft . 
Likewise, using a combination of plastic-and-rubber 
coating called sharklet is used on the hull of ships 
below the waterline, where all manner of algae attach 
themselves, slowing ships and reducing their 
maneuverability. In lab tests, the coating reduces the 
settlement by 85 percent. 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 22: 3D printed denticles  

 
Artificial-flexible shark skin material is analyzed 

in many ways to solve real time problems. Perhaps, it 
is an added advantage when shark skin texture is 
used which results in less fuel consumption up to 
10 % in several applications . It is founded recently, 
that flow analysis over attached samples of artificial 
shark skin on both sides of a flexible sheet 
(illustrated in figure 22) could increase swimming 
speed by 6.6 percent and reduce the energy expended 
by 5.9 percent. Similarly, fluid flow analysis on 
flapping foil robotic device results that shark skin 
membranes showed a mean 12.3% increase in 
swimming speed. Based on the various experimental 

studies on shark skin pattern it is accomplished that 
in open channel flow drag reduction is upto 10% and 
in closed channel flow pressure drop is upto 34% . 
Same-way, biomimetic shark skin is vastly applied in 
various fields, successfully.  

 
Conclusion: 

This literature reveals that solution to reduce 
turbulence is in the material not the flow. In this state 
of art-review, it is confirmed firmly with instance, 
that fluid flow over a (at micro level) rough surface 
is more efficient. Eventually, from these researches it 
is proved that using smooth surface is absurd in 
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turbulence reduction. Thus from the overview of the 
biomimetic in turbulence reduction, it is clearly 
understood that nature has a lot to explore for the 
feasible solutions to real time problems in 
engineering sciences, which would enhance the fluid 
flow over a patterned surface. 

 
10. Future developments: 

 
Within few years, biomimetic research would 

develop immensely in all the fields of engineering 
sciences. If it is properly employed in materials and 
fluid flow, it could even predict the mysteries of 
missing flights in future. 
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